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Dear Parents,
Our Adaptive Beginner's Program is a unique offering in the driver training industry.
Teens with ADD, ADHD and/or other co-morbidities such as Autism, Asperger
syndrome, Anxiety, OCD, etc. need to understand how these disorders may increase
the driving risk for their child.
Studies indicate that these young people often find it difficult to sustain their attention
and control their impulses resulting in high rates of traffic violations, accidents and
collisions.
These teens are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

more likely to have received repeated traffic citations, most notably for speeding
sustain three times as many car crash injuries as teens without these diagnoses
are less likely to be practicing sound driving habits in their current driving
performances
nearly four times more likely to have had a collision while they were the driver of
a vehicle
found to be at fault for car crashes four times more often than peers without
these diagnoses
six to eight times more likely to have their license suspended or revoked for poor
driving behavior
more likely to have driven an automobile without proper adult supervision prior to
becoming a licensed driver

These startling statistics suddenly become personal when you have a teen with one or
more of these diagnoses and the decision to move forward with driver training has been
made.
We will not train anyone “just enough to pass a test.” The truth is there are more cars
and trucks on the road that are moving at greater speeds than when we were kids. The
roadways and our vehicles are faster and more complex. About 4,000 teens age 15-19
are killed in automobile collisions in the U.S every year. Training is a critical step in
developing skills to navigate roadways. The education and training is an investment in
your child and their safety behind the wheel.
Students with diagnoses need a great deal of specialized attention and nurturing to
“explore” the possibility of driving. Participation in this program will need your full

More

cooperation and patience as we work through the process as it is a process, not a
series of training and test events.
Some things to consider before signing up for this program:
•
•
•

•

Progress is totally unique to each individual
Scheduling can be more difficult due to the need for specific instructors
It WILL take more time to complete as it is paramount that we follow the behavior
of the student. If for whatever reason, they plateau we need to ride the plateau
out and revisit perhaps when the student gains more maturity and awareness.
Be prepared for this to take up to 2, maybe 3 years
Parental participation throughout is absolutely critical to the success of these
students

DrivingMBA is an innovative and leading provider of science based education and
training for novice drivers. We care deeply about our students and employees at
DrivingMBA. Our expectations, standards and training are unparalleled in the Driver
Training Industry. The partnership we form with members of student’s support system
(parents, guardians, grandparents, whoever plays a pivotal role in their life) is an
essential component of our process.
If you have set deadlines for completion, or you do not have the time to actively
participate in the process then we will not be able to accept your student into our
program.
We ask you to take the time to consider this very carefully before you make this
commitment. It is our intention to do what is in the best interest of your student. The
student’s support system must be engaged to be successful.
If you agree with and accept these terms, sign below.
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